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What are Proteins?

Proteins are polypeptides, chains of amino acids, that act as the functional unit of life.



How are proteins made?

Proteins are translated from mRNA transcripts derived from DNA.



How are multiple protein variants produced?



What are the 4 structure types?



What are Protein Motifs?

Small region of protein with a common three-dimensional structure/sequence shared among proteins.



What are Protein Domains?

A conserved sequence pattern that acts as an independent functional and structural unit.



What are the differences?



Why do we care?

Conserved domain sequences give us insights into protein function and history.



How do we characterize proteins through 
homology?



How can we identify conserved domains?



What is MUSCLE?

Multiple Sequence Alignment using Multiple Sequence Comparison Log-Expectation



How does MUSCLE work?



What is HMM and how is it used?

Hidden Markov Model



How is HMM utilized?

Searching through sequences and identifying protein families and 
generating profiles from MUSCLE.



What are Family Based 
Resource Groups?

Techniques that group together protein 
sequences or protein domains into 
evolutionary families.

Some utilize techniques like sequence 
clustering, while others use significant 
manual curation.

Ex. PFAM, ProDom, PANTHER, SMART, 
PhyloFacts



What is PFAM?

PFAM is a database that allows you to analyze proteins and find families using HMM to detect 
homology.



What can you do with PFAM?

Look at Family pages <-> Species distribution



What can you do with PFAM continued?

Search for certain structural elements <-> Domain structure



What is InterPro?

Interpro is a large secondary protein 
database that incorporates many 
different databases



How to use Interpro?

Search by sequence or Ascension -> 
Interpro entry



How can SMART be used?

SMART is a database that is used in the analysis of protein domains within protein sequences.

Also uses Hidden Markov models to best sort through the database.



SMART vs PFAM- when to use what?

SMART

- Specializes in extracellular, 
signaling, and chromatin 
associated domains

- Significant manual curation 
(>1200 manually curated 
models)

- Exclusive annotation

PFAM

- Many more proteins in the 
database

- Novel sequences are 
classified into families

- No longer exists 
(incorporated into InterPro)



What is Gene Ontology?

Ontology: A set of well-defined terms with 
well-defined relationships

Gene ontology is a way of categorizing 
and organizing data to facilitate data 
retrieval.



Categories of Gene ontology

Biological process: the objective that 
the gene/protein contributes to.

Molecular function: The 
role/biochemical activity of a gene 
product.

Cellular component: Place in the cell 
where a gene/protein is active.



Summary

1) Domains are conserved, functional units of protein

2) Domains can be uncovered and analyzed by various homology and 
non-homology directed methods.

3) Domain analysis allows us to infer protein function and better 
classify protein families.



Dr. Jason 
Shepherd & 
the Arc protein

Molecular function of Arc protein in 
long-term memory formation



Questions?



The Neuronal Gene Arc Encodes a Repurposed Retrotransposon Gag 
Protein that Mediates Intercellular RNA Transfer

Pastuzyn et al., 2018



How is information stored in the brain?

Retrotransposons store long-lasting information along with genetic memory.



What is a retrovirus?

Gag and Env: form capsid shell
Pol: encodes enzymes



What is a synapse?

A synapse is the gap between neurons that allow movement of information in the 
brain.



What is Arc?

Arc is a neuronal gene that is important for memory and synaptic plasticity 
regulation.

MA = Matrix

CA-NTD = Capsid N-terminal domain

CA-CTD = Capsid C-terminal domain



What are the evolutionary origins of Arc?

Retroviral Gag domain

Ty3/gypsy transposons



Does the Arc protein form capsids?

Arc proteins self-assemble into virus-like capsids.



Is CTD required for capsid formation?

Capsids are not formed without CTD.



Does Arc bind and encapsulate mRNA?

Arc binds and encapsulates mRNA, protecting it from degradation.



Is RNA required for proper capsid assembly?

Removing RNA bases decreased 
proper capsid formation.

Addition of mRNA increased 
proper capsid formation.



Is Arc mRNA found in extracellular vesicles 
(EVs)?

Arc mRNA is found in EVs.



Can Arc transfer mRNA with capsids or EVs?



Are capsids required for neuronal uptake?



Is mRNA transferred by Arc available for 
translation?



Is mRNA transferred by Arc available for 
translation?

Translation is occurring after being transferred to neurons.



How does Arc work in the brain?

Like a retrovirus!



Summary

Arc shares properties of the retroviral Gag 
protein

Arc can form stable virus-like capsids

These capsid structures allow for mRNA 
transfer from neuron to neuron.



Questions?
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